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Alfa Laval is optimizing the entire fuel 
line to address 2020 fuel challenges  
 
Alfa Laval has a unique depth of expertise in marine fuel treatment, encompassing not 

just fuel separators but the whole chain from bunker tank to engine. As onboard 

operations change in response to fuel sulphur regulations, the company is optimizing 

and updating the technologies in its portfolio to meet the new challenges. The result 

will be improved engine protection and increased energy efficiency, despite more 

varied and less predictable fuels.  

 

With the global sulphur cap taking in effect in 2020, onboard fuel handling will become more 

complicated than ever before. “There will be many options for compliance and every vessel 

will have to choose the route that makes most sense for their operation,” explains Serdar 

Sengun, Global Sales Manager Marine Separation, Alfa Laval. “No matter what customers 

choose, it will have dramatic implications for the fuel line. But Alfa Laval is taking a complete 

and forward-thinking approach to fuel line optimization.” 

 

More fuels mean more complexity 

A number of new fuels and fuel blends have already entered the market, and more are likely to 

appear once the global sulphur cap is in place. For many fleets, 2020 will also mean going 

from existing single-fuel systems to multi-fuel operations. If not managed properly, using 

multiple fuel oils can result in a variety of issues – especially when the fuels are unfamiliar. 

The problems can range from clogged fuel systems to, in the worst case, engine stoppage. 

 

“As refineries recalibrate for lower sulphur content, we also anticipate a continued increase in 

the proportion of cat fines in marine fuel oils,” adds Sengun. “Already, we have seen a huge 

rise in cat fines, which cause major problems if not separated from the fuel before it reaches 

the engine.” 

 

The complete fuel line in focus 

Meeting the challenges of more varied fuels will affect the fuel line as a whole. Centrifugal 
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separators, which are the primary defence against cat fines, will need to perform at different 

capacities and with new levels of efficiency. Fuel conditioning systems will need to handle 

fuels with more widely differing properties, using embedded automation to avoid handling 

mistakes and perform safe changeover within the required engine parameters. Overall, the 

existing synergies between fuel line equipment and the engine itself will need to be 

strengthened. 

 

“Matching the separator feed to engine load is critical to achieving the highest efficiency and 

engine protection, as field tests have clearly shown,” says Sengun. “After separation, matching 

the fuel to the maker’s specifications is critical for the engine, its injection systems and the 

safety of the vessel. All of these processes have to occur smoothly and safely, no matter what 

fuel is used.” 

 

Technology ready for new challenges 

Alfa Laval is focused on ensuring technology that will reliably support customers in 2020 and 

beyond. As well as introducing improved touchscreen control for the Alfa Laval fuel line, the 

company will optimize and update key equipment within it prior to the global sulphur cap. This 

includes Alfa Laval FlowSync, the company’s unique solution for automatically adjusting the 

separator feed, as well as the Alfa Laval FCM One Oil. Launched in 2014 and already capable 

of advanced fuel changeover and managing up four different fuels, the FCM One Oil will be 

released in a new version by the end of 2018. 

 

“As the market’s only supplier offering solutions and expertise for the entire fuel line, we are 

helping customers adapt today to the changes that are coming tomorrow,” says Sengun. “No 

matter how vessels decide to meet the global cap, Alfa Laval technology will bring them the 

protection, efficiency and performance they need.” 

 

 

To learn more about Alfa Laval separators, Alfa Laval FlowSync and the Alfa Laval FCM One, 

as well as Alfa Laval’s approach to fuel line optimization, visit http://www.alfalaval.com/fuelline 

  

http://www.alfalaval.com/fuelline
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For further information, please contact: 
 
Serdar Sengun 
Global Sales Manager Marine Separation 
Alfa Laval Marine Division 
Phone: +46 8 53 06 55 74 
E-mail: serdar.sengun@alfalaval.com  
 
Camilla Wallin 
Marketing Communications Manager, Business Unit Marine Separation & Heat Transfer 
Equipment  
Alfa Laval Marine Division 
Phone: +46 8 53 06 53 58 
E-mail: camilla.wallin@alfalaval.com 
www.alfalaval.com/marine 
 
 
Editor’s notes 

 
About Alfa Laval 

Alfa Laval is a leading global provider of specialized products and engineering solutions based 
on its key technologies of heat transfer, separation and fluid handling. 

The company’s equipment, systems and services are dedicated to assisting customers in 
optimizing the performance of their processes. The solutions help them to heat, cool, separate 
and transport products in industries that produce food and beverages, chemicals and 
petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, starch, sugar and ethanol. 

Alfa Laval’s products are also used in power plants, aboard ships, oil and gas exploration, in 
the mechanical engineering industry, in the mining industry and for wastewater treatment, as 
well as for comfort climate and refrigeration applications. 

Alfa Laval’s worldwide organization works closely with customers in nearly 100 countries to 
help them stay ahead in the global arena. Alfa Laval is listed on Nasdaq OMX, and, in 2017, 
posted annual sales of about SEK 35.3 billion (approx. 3.6 billion Euros). The company has 
about 16 400 employees. 
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